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Movement of gravitational educations on an internal surface of a cover of the Moon owing to influence of "tidal" forces of the Moon and the Sun is the main reason for lunotryaseniye.

CAUSE HYPOTHESIS LUNOTRYASENY
The moon doesn't possess axial rotation and is always turned by one party to the Sun (1) that causes ambiguity of the sides of the Moon (2).
Lack of axial rotation of the Moon is caused by existence of internal gravitational education in the direction of the prevailing gravitation source – the Sun. The relation of a gravitational attraction of the Moon to Earth and the Sun averages 0.47!
Existence, education and movement of internal gravitational educations – result of actions of the "tidal" forces which are slowing down rotation of an object is also a sign of its relative hollowness and asymmetry.
HYPOTHESIS: movement of gravitational educations on an internal surface of a cover of the Moon owing to influence of "tidal" forces of the Moon and the Sun is the main reason for lunotryaseniye.
The most probable environment for gravitational educations is water (the ocean!), and, which "tidal" movement causes high-frequency noise.
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